Space

Space shuttle test A-OK — The rocket engines of the space shuttle Columbia rounded to life Friday at Cape Kennedy during a successful twenty second test-firing. Officials were shocked when mischinites struck before the engines had even cooled down, but did not expect the strike to delay the shuttle's first orbital flight, scheduled for the week of April 7.

World

Brezhnev asks Reagan for summit — In a speech before the 26th Communist Party Congress yesterday, USSR President Leonid Brezhnev invited President Reagan to a summit to reopen SALT talks. The White House expressed "interest," but noted that "a play" would "not be out of character" for the Soviets and that the overture could be "a tactic to split the US and Europe."

Revolution breaks out in Spain — Right-wing army officers trying to take control of Spain broke into the Spanish parliament yesterday and took members of Parliament hostage as they were elected a new prime minister. Revolutionaries also seized control of Spain's radio stations.

Cuba warned to halt El Salvador arms shipments — An 18 foot patrol boat, last seen in the area of the second largest disputed territorial claim, is believed in being held by government officials in El Salvador. Cuban arms shipments to El Salvador continue, even though a private plane was killed by government troops supported by Israeli-made warplanes.

Nation

Three cent postal increase likely — The Postal Rate Commission turned down the US Postal Service's request for a five cent increase in the price of first class mail, approving instead an increase to 10 cents. The new rates, including a one cent increase in the price of mailing a postcard, may go into effect as early as mid-March.

Long Island campus shooting arouses protest — Contradictory information concerning the shooting of an Adelphi University student by a Garden City, New York, policelman is surfacing in the wake of the inci- dent. Claims that Officer John McNally shot and killed student Edward Fonzlak in self-defense are being disputed. A grand jury is investigating.

Second largest auto recall in history — General Motors has announced the recall of its 1978-81 mid-size models because of a defect involving the rear suspension bolts. The defect has so far caused 17 accidents, but no deaths.

Dangerous fungus reported in pot — A Milwaukee doctor warns that 11 out of 12 marijuana cigarettes sold on the street contain a fungus which may produce a fatal infection.

Local

King asks Reagan not to cut fuel aid — Massachusetts Governor Edward King, in Washington to attend the National Governors' Conference, met with the President in the White House yesterday and urged him to reconsider his budget cuts in the federal fuel aid program.

Campus

UAP candidates announced — The following candidates for Undergraduate Association President/Vice President have turned in their nomination petitions and have been validated by the Election Commission: John DeRusso/Keith Durall; Gerald Fitzgerald/Andrew Washburn; David Grannell/John Sallina; Chris Johannesen/Robert Cox; Charles Moos/Jack Wallace

Sports

The Jolly Green Giant strikes again — In what was called the best college basketball game of this season, the eleventh ranked Notre Dame defeated number one Virginia, winners of 28 straight extending back to last season. An 18 foot jump shot by Orlando Woolridge with only two seconds remaining gave the Irish the one point 57-56 victory.

Weather

Mostly cloudy today, with occasional fog and a 50 percent chance of showers. Highs in the fifties with light easterly winds. Cloudy and chance of rain continuing Wednesday with highs again in the forties. Thursday should bring slightly warmer conditions in the fifties and partial clearing before a return to grey tnuiness on Fri-day.
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YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN.
The rich, resonant sound of a live concert.
That quality and dimension of sound reproduced on superb equipment.
The sweet sound of success

We knew the sound we wanted. Because we create it at BOSE. From sophisticated horn and car stereo systems to live performances, BOSE products consistently reflect the same degree of technical excellence that has made us world leaders in professional sound reinforcement, studio recording, and psychoacoustics. Today, we continue to set new goals in the general and professional audio markets. We enjoy a very healthy share of the market and that's what makes us BOSE. With over 50 years of leadership in the field, we're the oldest, most experienced, and largest manufacturer of quality audio equipment in the world.

SOFTWARE
- Operating Systems
- Real Time Distributed Computing
- Data Communications
- Office Automation Applications
- Office of the Future Applications
- Diagnostics
- Software Tools

ROL M Corporation, founded in 1989 has grown 50% - 100% each year and currently has 1700 employees. ROL M's Telecommunications Division is the leading independent supplier of computer controlled voice and data communications systems.

included in ROL M's outstanding benefits package is a three month paid sabbatical after six years and every seven years thereafter, company paid tuition and time off for graduate study at Stanford University. Employees can take advantage of flexible working hours to use ROL M's million dollar recreational facility which includes tennis courts, racquetball courts, basketball, exercise room, volleyball, swimming pools, par course, sauna, steam room and jacuzzi.

On Campus Interviews FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1981
Meet with working software engineers from ROL M in the placement center.

Gibson Anderson Manager, Recruiting & Training ROL M Corporation 9600 Old Hollywood Drive M/S 560 Santa Clara, CA 95050

On-Campus Interviews Monday March 2
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERS ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERS

Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Majors

San Francisco Bay Area company developing state of the art computer software and hardware for integrated voice and data office communications systems seeks talented individuals interested in:

FACILITIES
- Operating Systems
- Real Time Distributed Computing
- Data Communications
- Office Automation Applications
- Office of the Future Applications
- Diagnostics
- Software Tools

ROL M Corporation, founded in 1989 has grown 50% - 100% each year and currently has 1700 employees. ROL M's Telecommunications Division is the leading independent supplier of computer controlled voice and data communications systems.

Included in ROL M's outstanding benefits package is a three month paid sabbatical after six years (and every seven years thereafter), company paid tuition and time off for graduate study at Stanford University. Employees can take advantage of flexible working hours to use ROL M's million dollar recreational facility which includes tennis courts, racquetball courts, basketball, exercise room, volleyball, swimming pools, par course, sauna, steam room and jacuzzi.

On Campus Interviews FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1981
Meet with working software engineers from ROL M in the placement center. See our company literature in the placement center.

If unable to attend an interview, send resume to:
Gibson Anderson Manager, Recruiting & Training ROL M Corporation 9600 Old Hollywood Drive M/S 560 Santa Clara, CA 95050

HARRIS CORPORATION